
Your wins, automated.



TardFi  ($TARDFI) was 
conceptualized in early 
2024 in an effort to be a 
narrative leader intended 
for Base chain. 



It provides the solution for 
those who refuse to miss 
out on Blue Chip Meme 
Coin moon missions, but 
don’t want sell their low 
cap gems to fomo in.



TardFi ensures that you're 
always at the forefront of 
the action, never missing 
out, and never letting fomo 
dictate your investment 
decisions. 



We boosts your Base bags 
so you dont have to. Buy & 
hold TardFi to 
automatically accumulate 
the blue chips our tech is 
already buying.
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Introduction



The right coins, at the right time, based on the right 
information, is how TardFi will deliver wins like whales do.

AI driven whale-copy  makes the right rotations so that 
our tax becomes your investment.TardFi is here to print 
for you. Join the biggest 2024 narrative’s presale today



Protocol Mechanics

Our advanced AI automated contracts trade on both 
sentiment and whale activity to deliver the best value 
back to our holders. Your tax money is not tax, it's an 
investment back into your portfolio.



Senior Team

Our protocol is led by a powerhouse team of six, all 
seasoned in crypto with senior and C-level experience and 
expertise spanning blockchain, finance, trading, 
marketing, operational and regulatory sectors.



KOLs & Partners

Our team has fostered enduring relationships with key 
opinion leaders (KOLs) in the cryptocurrency space for 
many years, something which we will leverage to 
maximize the awareness of the TardFi mission.

Overview
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TardFi offers a seamless way for users on Base to  
accumulate blue chips like whales by simply buying 
and holding $TARDFI, and not fomo-ing like tards. 



This is facilitated through proprietary AI models, 
which automatically allocates fund capital to meme 
coins with positive price action, and a number of 
relevant factors including whale wallet tracking & 
KOL groups. 



Our tech seamlessly accumulates and airdrops to 
our holders the tokens you would otherwise fomo 
into through selling low cap gems. 



Dont be a tard, be a Tard Financier. 
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Ticker: $TARDFI

Total supply: 10.000.000.000

Presale Supply: 6.000.000.000 (60%)

Buy Tax: 6%

Sell Tax 6% 




Project Tax Allocatio

 Meme acquisition fund (majority
 Marketin
 Buybacks
 Team expansion

Info/Tokenomics

Contract:



0xf74697d8A2D833B2ADC0FbfFA9

34608AC9eB4ad7
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Presale Launch



Presale close



Protocol launch



Airdrop Acquisition Fund 
Activation



KOL + Marketing activities



User Dashboard release



Cross-chain



Protocol upgrades
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Roadmap



The information and resources provided in this white 
paper regarding TardFi are not intended to serve as 
financial advice and should not be interpreted as such. 
The TardFi team has made every effort to ensure the 
accuracy of all information and resources.



TardFi is not designed as an investment instrument; 
rather, it is a community meme-fi token that distributes 
rewards to the TardFi community. 



Nothing contained within the TardFi white paper 
should be construed as financial advice. The contents 
of this white paper are subject to updates at any time 
to address the demands and challenges posed by real-
world or investment-related factors.



Cryptocurrency markets can be highly volatile, and we 
cannot accept responsibility for any losses incurred 
through the purchase of TardFi ($TARDFO) or any 
associated partners. It is strongly advised that 
individuals seek professional financial guidance in 
their best interest.
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Verify links:





Website: https://tardfinance.com/

X (Twitter): https://twitter.com/TardFi_


Telegram: https://t.me/tard_fi




